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January 28, 2006
Vol. 9, No. 2
“You’re in the Loop! (Like it or not)”

Dear Family:

I got a notice in the mail this week from the Montgomery
County Police Department containing alleged photographic
evidence of my failure to comply with some obscure
Maryland statute requiring drivers to stop at red lights. At first
glance the photos—which I’ve attached to page 2 of this
document for anyone who cares to scroll down that far—are
pretty damning. Nevertheless, for reasons I get into at the
bottom of page 2, I still think I’m getting railroaded.
The police photos were taken in downtown Silver Spring,
which I was cutting through on my somewhat unconventional
route to downtown Bethesda, where I’m now spending an
average of 13 hours per day working on Fannie Mae’s
mammoth “Regulatory Agreements and Restatement” team.
I’m one of more than 2,000 contractors employed on this
never-ending project that has transformed just about every
conference room and cafeteria of this once-proud place into
a seemingly endless expanse of long tables, laptops and
auditors. Even so, through a stroke of dumb luck I find myself
assigned to a 10th-floor corner office (which I share with two
other people) offering a spectacular view of the Washington
Temple bursting through an otherwise unbroken sea of
treetops. The view preserves my sanity. I don’t know how
long I’ll be doing this. But it’s funny to think that at this time
last month the specter of multiple trips to San Juan had me
concerned about missing too much seminary. Turns out I
haven’t had to miss any seminary; I just don’t have any time
to prepare lessons. (Yet here I am typing this. Go figure.)
I was able to show off my seminary room—It’s got chairs, a
chalkboard, and everything!—to a number of the out-of-town
relatives when they all descended on our chapel for Anika’s
baptism two weeks ago. Matt and Andra decided it would be
easier to hold the service in Maryland—home to 64 percent
of the family—than to have everyone trek down to North
Carolina. (Personally, I’d have said, “The hell with
everybody,” and made them all come down to my place
anyway. But that’s just me.) The baptismal service was
followed by dinner in the nursery for Anika and her 37
attending relatives. We wheeled in a TV from the library and
connected a makeshift antenna so we could keep tabs on
the Redskins-Seahawks playoff game. The wrong team won,
but having the game on enabled us to channel the spirit of
Anika’s great-grandma Henrichsen who, were she still with
Love,
T, C, H, L, S & G

us, might have felt genuinely conflicted between attending the
baptism and watching the game.1
Grandma also would have wanted to attend both of the girls’
swim meets this month, even though winter swim meets are
brutally far away and about as much fun to watch as the 102year-old lady in front of me at Safeway who insists on moving all
65 cans of cat food from her cart to the belt one by one.2 Both
girls are showing very good progress, though Lucy’s interest
wanes at times. And while I don’t see Olympic glory in either of
their futures, I’m contented in the knowledge that that’s probably
a good thing—because those are some really long meets.
On the subject of swimming, we got back to the National
Aquarium in Baltimore for the first time in a while this month. This
time we took Joe Windley, one of my favorite seminary students.
(I have six favorite seminary students. Then there’s about a fiveway tie for seventh.) Joe’s an aquaculture buff and Hannah and
Lucy hung on his every word. I remember when Lucy used to
scream and run away from the shark exhibit. This time she clung
to Joe and only the prospect of lunch could get her to leave.
I’m not sure how many countries there are in the world these
days. But I’m pretty sure that most of them are represented in
one way or another at Hannah and Lucy’s school. And last night
was the school’s annual “International Night,” which features,
among other things, an enormous international potluck dinner.
Now, most people who know me know my potluck policy, which
is basically: “If it looks homemade I’m not touching it.” This holds
doubly true at an event like this—where I don’t know anyone. So I
made a beeline for the “Mexico” table, which was serving an
assortment of Baja Fresh burritos (still in their wrappers).
Unfortunately, the “America” table, which had featured buckets of
KFC and boxes of Papa Johns pizza, was picked clean prior to
my arrival. Hannah and her mother were both more adventurous
than I. Both have also thrown up in the past 24 hours. I may have
made a couple of converts to my policy. (But probably not.)
For the record, Sophie, who turns 4 in 10 weeks, is still not
completely potty-trained. She doesn’t seem to care.
We hope this finds you well.

This is an exaggeration. But anyone who knew her knows what I mean.
Note the beautiful parallelism in this sentence, which begins by longing
for my own grandmother and ends by busting on somebody else’s.
100 HANNES STREET
SILVER SPRING, MARYLAND 20901
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A Few Observations:
1. Look at what a piece of garbage I drive!
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If I were a new recruit told I was headed for “Special Ops” and
wound up with this assignment, I’d be mighty disappointed.

2. Notice in the first photo how there is still a hint of amber light remaining. (This is completely absent from the second
photo.) The first light is the very definition of “pink.”
3. I have no idea why my brake lights are on in the second photo. I’m not one of those losers who runs red lights
inadvertently, then hits the brakes in the middle of the intersection and sheepishly back up behind the stop line.
When I run a red light, I run it, baby! I can only conclude that I was slowing for the red at the next intersection.
4. Shouldn’t this read: “A revenue-generating scam…” instead of “A Public Safety Program…”?

